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Cues for KidZone  

TuffDumE 

 

 

Pre-show – Alayna hands out reporter questions along with bling, crowns 

and masks before the show. 

 

Cue #1 - Start with red curtain or press conference background. 

 

Cue #2 - The cue is, “Stay tuned for a live press conference after this 

break” - Only Make Believe logo background. 

 

Cue #3 – After the OMB song, change to red curtain background or 

another press conference background. 

 

Cue #4 – After Sista announces that the press conference is over, change 

background to a backstage green room or a dressing room.  

 

Cue #5 – After Sista and TuffDumE exit, Change background to a 

bedroom, living room in Brooklyn. Close ups useful here with side camera. 

 

Cue #6 - Cue is when Petal and Rival exit. Change to an office 

background, TuffDumE’s workspace, maybe a music studio. And back to 

center camera. 

 

Cue #7 - Cue is when Sista exits after “Whatever, your highness”. Change 

to Only Make Believe background logo.  

 

INTERMISSION   

 

Cue #8 - Cue is when actors leave after, “Act 2 can now start straight 

away” - change back to King TuffDumE’s workspace.  

 

Cue #9 – Cue is when Sista and King TuffDumE leave after measuring 

scene, and TuffDumE has given Jelo all the money. Change background 

to a bedroom, living room in Brooklyn. Close ups useful here with side 

camera. 

 

Cue #10 - The cue is when Petal and Rival exit, and Sista comes in wanting 

to start the Hip Hop fashion awards. Change background to red carpet at 

a premier. 

 

Cue #11 - The cue will be from Sista, when she says, “Ladies and 

Gentlemen, welcome to the 2008 hip hop fashion awards”. This is right 
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before she announces the King. Change to a runway at a high end 

fashion show.  

 

Cue #12 - #13 – Cue is the butt pants reveal. Close up on butt reveal. 

Zoom in and out. Please show flashing text saying, “Wardrobe 

Malfunction” across screen. 

 

Cue #14 – Take away flashing text saying “Wardrobe Malfunction”. 

 

Cue #15 – Cue is after everyone exits after butt reveal, and Sista enters. 

Change back to the red curtain or another press conference 

background. 

 

Cue #16 – Cue is TuffDumE and Sista exit after the press conference, and 

Petal enters. Change to a wedding chapel photo background. 

 

Cue #16 - Cue is when Rival and Petal both exit after they get married. 

Change to Only Make Believe logo background for the ending song. 

 

 

 

The End. 


